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20th Anniversary Assembly

September 21, 2012
Dear friend and supporter of Women’s Federation for World Peace,
It is my distinct honor and joy to invite you to the WFWP 20th Anniversary National and International Assembly for women of
peace (husbands and men are invited too), to be held in Las Vegas – the middle of the desert ‐ where we will create an oasis
of love, peace and transformation.
We will come together from October 25‐27, 2012 at the prestigious “M” Resort in Las Vegas, Nevada, as women leaders,
Ambassadors for Peace, women clergy and most of all mothers and daughters. We will reflect on the past 20 years of WFWP
as a new women’s movement, examine the present, and prepare for the future, as we now find ourselves at “The Turning
Point” – not only as an organization, but also as leaders of our families, societies and nations. Men are also warmly
welcomed to participate.
This year we are honored and proud to present our founder, Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon, as the main keynote speaker. Dr. Hak Ja
Han Moon, in her own right, has been and is a Turning Point for women, modeling true womanhood and true motherhood.
Standing with her will be other prominent women who have been a Turning Point in their own field of endeavor such as
business, politics, the arts, faith, education and family development, telling their own stories of breakthroughs and personal
transformation.
It was on April 10, 1992, that our founder Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon, together with her husband the Rev. Sun Myung Moon,
inaugurated WFWP, and proclaimed the Era of Women. They called on women worldwide to play a central role in providing
a new leadership paradigm based on their innate God‐given dignity, and contribute to society with their unique sense of
nurturing and love. The founders foresaw that a more nurturing way of leadership, one that embodies compassion, love and
righteousness, is needed to bring about the “tipping point” for transformation at this crucial time in history. Women truly
can make a difference.
During the past 20 years WFWP has spread to over 122 nations and as an NGO, has obtained General Consultative Status
with the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations. In the USA we’ve established 40 chapters. We honor and
congratulate all the women who have pioneered this road through their hard work, sacrifice and daily practice of the motto
Living for the sake of others through the logic of love.
An exciting component of the Assembly will be WFWP’s Bridge of Peace Ceremony on Friday night. Over the last 20 years the
Bridge of Peace has brought together historical enemy representatives to cross the bridge and become partners in peace.
This peace‐making technique has healed wounds between nations, religions and peoples and contributed significantly to
empowering women to solve life problems through the logic of love.
Assembly participants will also have a choice of 15 hands‐on, interactive breakout sessions with exciting young and seasoned
speakers, who will share their secrets of how they became a turning point in their field and will pass on practical tools to
empower anyone in attendance to do likewise. The Assembly will conclude with an exhilarating Benefit Gala on Saturday
night featuring a gala dinner, entertainment, the “Her Story” Award, a one‐of‐a‐kind comedian, and a chance to dance the
night away! Become the turning point in your world.
See you in Vegas!
With warm regards,

Mrs. Angelika Selle,
President WFWP USA and Vice President WFWP International
481 Eighth Ave. Suite 3015 New York, NY 10001
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